
CASE STUDY

KMD is one of Denmark's leading software and IT
enterprises. The KMD team struggled to keep their facilities
clean. It was very time consuming, as they had only six and a
half hours to clean 647 tables, 30 restrooms, and ten
kitchens.

KMD's team required the assistance of a "cleaning helper" to
provide them with time and the relief they needed to focus on
other cleaning areas, so they hired "Robert", their Whiz robot. 

 T H E  C H A L L E N G E

How Denmark's biggest software
company, KMD, hired "Robert," their
Whiz Robot, to create a better work
environment for their employees.

KMD struggled to recruit new employees in Denmark to
clean their large spaces. After an extensive recruitment
process, KMD identified the right people for the position.
Their goal was to keep their new employees as comfortable
and happy as possible.

They believed that new technologies, such as Whiz, helped
them retain employees by making cleaners feel less
stressed and more satisfied with their jobs. Whiz was
instantly accepted into the cleaning crew and given the
nickname "Robert" by the cleaners.

Overall, cleaners had a better working experience and a
smoother job.  They were happier at work and were excited
to have a new team member to support them.
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"Since we have had Whiz, I have seen an enjoyment and improvement in our working
environment. Our team is laughing and smiling and they are seeing Whiz as a new
member of the team. 

The cleaning team is giving Whiz nicknames and they are happy about it. They don't
see it as a competitive new employee, they see Whiz as a helping hand in the daily
business."

 
"I feel lucky to have Robert as I can take it with me and can help me with my job.
Because of Robert I feel less stressed. I am using my time to do other tasks while
Robert can do the hoovering."

The cleaning assistants were relieved because Whiz reduced their
workload and allowed them to focus on other cleaning tasks.

Whiz alleviated cleaners' stress at KMD, resulting in a considerable
positive influence on their day-to-day tasks. They were laughing
more, and the environment felt happier.

At the same time, because cleaners were pleased with Whiz, KMD
was able to boost staff retention by providing better job
satisfaction and cleaners were proud of using Whiz.

Morten Nørkær Mikkelsen, Segment Director at Alliance +
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T H E  R E S U L T  -  W H I Z  I S  A N  I N N O V A T I V E
P A R T N E R  

Mercy Alma Larsen, Cleaning Assistant at Alliance+
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